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Takakura Tokutaro (1885–1934) exerted a powerful influence on the Japanese
Protestant Church during the late 1920’s and early 1930’s. His influence was focused on
the Nihon Kirisuto Kyokai (“Japan Christian Church,” hereafter NKK), particularly
through his preaching and seminary teaching in Tokyo. However, Takakura’s ministry
was by no means confined to the capital city, nor just to the NKK. His speaking took
him to churches throughout Japan, and Takakura’s writings — most notably his 1927
Fukuinteki Kirisutokyo (Evangelical Christianity, hereafter FK) — had an impact far
beyond his own denomination. It is no overstatement to say that “the contribution of
Takakura to the church in his time was profound and far reaching,” and that he carried
Japanese theology “commandingly in a new direction.”1
But whereas the importance of Takakura’s theology within the Church has been
recognized, its limitation to the Church has been noted as well. Particularly in compari-
son to such an eclectic thinker as Uchimura Kanzo (1861–1930), Takakura’s writings
seemingly do not address concerns beyond those of the Church; consequently, the general
public has never known of Takakura or his thought.2 Moreover, even within the Church,
most of Takakura’s students left their theological mentor for “the whole wealth of the
dialectical view of faith” which they found in Barthian thought.3 Thus while the chapter
Takakura helped to write in the history of Japanese Christian thought may have been
an important one, it has been seen as relatively brief, limited in scope, as well as a
completed chapter.4
Such an understanding of Takakura’s thought and influence also sees him basically
as having fulfilled Uemura Masahisa’s (1858–1925) wishes to import contemporary
Scottish theology into the Japanese Church.5 In so doing Takakura’s contribution
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consists primarily of introducing Calvinism to the Christian community in Japan, and
then unwittingly of creating an environment receptive to German dialectical theology.
While thus recognized to have played a crucial role of transition, Takakura’s theology
has been viewed as lacking originality, as well as being out of touch with the indigenous
“ethos and issues of the day.”6
If confined to a familiar framework of analysis, i. e., whereby one employs recog-
nized names and labels for categorizing other theologians and theologies, one would be
hard-pressed to disagree with the above understanding of Takakura’s influence. Such a
view can appreciate, for example, the intensity of the man, but it cannot help but see
Takakura’s thought as something rather unattractive and bland. In contrast to this
allegedly finished picture of Takakura, however, this study seeks to examine Takakura’s
own particular identity as a Japanese Christian who lived when and where he did. Thus
while certain familiar categories may enable satisfactory theological classification on
some scales, the thesis here is that Takakura’s own unique human Christian thought
exhibits a complexity that resists quick and easy classification.
1. Historical Overview
Takakura was born and raised in the town of Ayabe in the central Kyoto region.
After completing studies at the Fourth High School in Kanazawa, Takakura was converted
to Christianity in 1906, after he had entered the legal studies department at Tokyo
Imperial University. Within a year Takakura had transferred to the seminary begun a
few years earlier by Uemura, his pastor at Fujimicho Church. After pastoring and
teaching in Kyoto, Sapporo, and Tokyo, Takakura spent over two years (1921–1924)
studying in Britain — New College in Edinburgh, Mansfield College in Oxford, and
Westminster College in Cambridge. He then spent the remaining ten years of his life
exclusively in Japan, active with preaching, teaching, and writing.
Unquestionably, from his earliest days as a Christian studying in seminary, Takakura
was spurred on in his theological development by interacting with Western theology.
Moreover, just as was the case with Nishida Kitaro (1870–1945), Mori Ogai (1862–1922),
and countless other Japanese thinkers of Meiji and Taisho Japan, Takakura’s own
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thinking undoubtedly took on some of the qualities of Western thought. There was a
very real infiltration into his Japanese cultural and linguistic thought of both British
and German theological ideas. The challenges presented to him thus were not restricted
to translating foreign words:7 the very fabric of his thought increasingly came to have
different types of interwoven thread, to the point of at least challenging the base pattern
of his ever-developing, Japanese Christian identity.
The intensity of that challenge increased when Takakura went to Britain. To be
sure, Britain and the rest of Europe were reeling from the Great War, and much of the
Church was groping for authority and intellectual stability. Nevertheless, the Scottish
and English versions of European Christendom with which Takakura linguistically and
culturally collided first-hand still gave a powerful, intellectual punch to any outsider
seeking to penetrate its defences. As even P. T. Forsyth, Takakura’s theological kinsman,
asserted just before the turn of the century:
There is a Europe, there is a Christendom which does not appear in the news-
papers, even in the religious press… It is of vast, silent, spreading influence. It is
the Europe, the Christendom of Faith — the civilization of the Spirit, the true Church
of the heart and soul. That is the Europe, the America, that makes the real difference
from the past, the real promise for the future. It is the Europe that most directly
owns the influence of Christ in its heart, its conduct, its faith, and its hope, in life
private and public.8
For Takakura to enter that mutually assumed “Christendom of Faith” meant exposure
to the threat of self-capitulation in terms of any viable, non-Western theological expression.
It is not surprising, then, that Takakura’s readings in Western theology before
leaving Japan would be seen as the “sprout of a leaning towards writings of theology
proper.”9 It is also no wonder that Takakura recognizes H. R. Mackintosh — the first
Western theologian under whom he studied — as having taught him the “general idea
of theology.”10 Also, as Sato Toshio describes Takakura’s “growth” while in Britain, “He
changed from Takakura as an individual seeker to Takakura as a theologian.”11
All of the above characterizations notwithstanding, better than seeing select
Western theologians as having had a dominant influence on Takakura is the more
panoramic view that comes from trying to think with Takakura within the span of
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history encompassing his life. Takakura studied Western science and learned German,
for example, because of starting school in 1892 as opposed to one century earlier.
Moreover, the Christian faith which Takakura encountered came both directly and
indirectly through the West because of his learning of the faith in late nineteenth and
early twentieth Japan. If God had brought Christianity to him in first century Rome,12
Takakura would have thought as a Roman Christian, probably deciphering the Jewish
code by which it was being transmitted. As it was, Takakura the Japanese dealt with
the Christian faith as communicated by Western symbols. And seeing his dealings
with Western Christianity as something inherently tied to his historical context helps
one indeed to see him and thus more faithfully to understand his thinking.
II. Approaching “Takakura Theology”
Perhaps the easiest approach to a thinker like Takakura is to evaluate him as a
systematic theologian. Especially in his case, such an approach certainly is not without
precedent. As Charles Germany has noted, “Takakura contributed the first systematic
statement of theology in the Japanese Christian world.”13 This observation has been
echoed by other analysts,14 and others still have mentioned Takakura’s focused interest
on systematic theology.15 Along with Takakura’s expressed desire “systematically [to]
express” his theology,16 plus the actual existence of the fruits of his labors in the forms
of his “theological classic” FK17 and his dogmatics lectures,18 these characterizations
could lead one to assume that approaching Takakura’s thought in relation to so-called
“traditional theological” themes would thus be via a smooth, well-marked path.
However, it has also been noted that Takakura’s “Evangelical Christianity” was
more of a living experience than systematized, intellectual formulae.19 Colleagues and
students alike have almost uniformly been more impressed by their friend and teacher’s
theological attitude than by his formulated system.20 A careful reading of Takakura’s
FK will show his explicit goal of religious life over intellectual orthodoxy, along with
what he calls a method of “faith logic” over “head logic.”21 Analyzing what has come to
be known as “Takakura Theology” thus involves adjusting the traditional rules more
than might be initially anticipated.
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What the remainder of this study therefore proposes to do is take only one of any
number of possible approaches in examining the man Takakura Tokutaro as an indi-
vidual Christian thinker. We will look at his relationships with selected theologians, and
in particular Western theologians. The justification for taking this approach can be seen,
for example, in the following statement:
In a sentence, up to the period of his mature thought it is possible to trace the
path of Takakura’s development by way of Schleiermacher, Ritschl, Herrmann,
von Hugel, Troeltsch, Forsyth, and, finally the crisis-theology stirrings in Europe,
as reflected particularly in Brunner.22
Such a sweeping characterization places Takakura within a framework already
determined for him by others. However, by considering here how he actually interacted
with certain thinkers, we will see that Takakura’s thought was something that involved
much more of his own active input than the above statement suggests. The present
study should thus help us do proper justice to the man whom one admirer has termed
“the first Japanese theologian who could think and express himself in his own terms.”23
III. Takakura and Other Theologians
What is the most constructive way of considering Takakura’s dealing with a host
of “household names” in the history of Western theology, including his progression from
Schleiermacher to German crisis theologians? An in-depth analysis of the relationship
which Takakura had with any one of the great thinkers with whom he interacted would
require its own lengthy study; obviously, then, we are limited here. Even so, such a
limitation can be made more palatable by making three observations, which will serve
as guides for our present discussion.
A. Primacy of Inherited Context
The first is that placing Takakura in the history of human thought, including
Christian theological thought, gives the initiative to his cultural and historical context.
While on the one hand assuming such a posture presumes a great deal of discussion
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that goes beyond the scope of this essay, the primacy of cultural-linguistic heritage and
of particular historical circumstances for religio-theological understanding is demonstrable
from countless examples, e. g., the transformation of both Christianity and Islam upon
their entrances into Africa.24 For Takakura, his “life and times,” as well as the cultural-
linguistic Japanese character of his thought, were the ordained regulators for the
development of his thought throughout his entire life.
This is not to deny the presence of sin in Takakura’s historical and cultural-
linguistic context, nor is it to neglect the changes demanded by God’s Word of judgment
on that context and Takakura’s related thought. No context is pristine and free from
the need of correction until infected by outside influences (particularly modern, Western
missionary influences), no matter what postmodern multi-culturalists would want to
assert. Even so, within God’s redeeming Providence Takakura’s own context was indeed
of primary importance for his ongoing Christian thinking.
Our continuing study thus concerns how the multi-flavored wine of Christian theology
was poured into — and actively received by — Takakura’s own peculiar wineskins.
B. Primacy of Japanese Christian Tradition
The second observation is that the Japanese Christian tradition into which Takakura
was baptized, and then functioned for the remainder of his life, had at least as much
“influence” on Takakura’s theology as did Western theology. The theology of his closest
mentor, Uemura Masahisa, was of course particularly important for Takakura. Many
other Japanese Christians as well gave crucial impetuses to Takakura’s development.25
Thus, for example, in listing Hatano Seiichi’s book as one of the three to which he “owed
the most” in writing a theological paper in Edinburgh, Takakura is simply giving credit
to where credit is due. The only significant addition made to this English essay from
an earlier, Japanese essay (from which Takakura essentially has translated this English
paper)26 is the inclusion of a section on “‘the west-southern school’ of the [sic] modern
German philosophy” represented by Windelband and others. Takakura agrees with
this school’s position of placing the seat of faith’s authority in the “Transcendental or
Apriori Value.” As it turns out, Windelband’s particular position is also used in Hatano’s
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cited book, thus showing the source of the most meaningful input into Takakura’s
thinking on this important point.27
Another example of this same observation of the Japanese Christian initiative for
Takakura’s thinking is the set of didactic essays Takakura wrote in Britain for readers
back in Japan. Some of these writings were, by Takakura’s own evaluation, composed
under the particular influence of, say, von Hügel or Forsyth.28 Yet the adjustments and
comments he made in ensuing essays often were prompted by correspondence he had
receive from readers back home.29 This is only natural, of course, in light of the continuing
contact which Takakura maintained with the friends with whom had to live in Japan
once he returned there.30 In comparison, books of deceased theologians were not nearly
as interpersonally demanding.
C. Takakura’s Use of Western Theologians
This leads us to a third and final observation, which concerns the manner in which
Takakura used various theologians’ thought. On the one hand, he could be very quick
to pick up on and use someone’s ideas; on the other hand, he could also be very quick to
recognize the “influence” and move beyond it according to his own, continuing agenda
and circumstances. Thus, in order to seek help for developing a vision for a new
civilization, Takakura reads von Hügel in his Oxford room beginning in late 1992;31 he
writes the following spring in order to share his thoughts with friends back home;32 he
adjusts his thought upon their feedback; finally, within just seventeen months’ more
time, he acknowledges in published form his feelings of “deep shame and responsibility”
for what he wrote while having been “carried away” by von Hügel’s thought.33 This
seems to be one of several examples of Takakura having his “Eastern way of seeing
renewed by Western thought,”34 thus further enabling him to become a “Japanese
theologian who could think and express himself in his own terms.”35
One can see a similar progression through Ritschl. Having read him in seminary,36
Takakura evidences no active interest in Ritschlian thought for over a decade. But
beginning in 1921, he develops a particular concern for the “problem of culture,” and
Takakura takes up his concern in terms of the “kingdom of God.”37 He specifically uses
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Ritschl’s ellipse-with-two-foci model to express his own “mutually agreeable ideas” of
God’s individual and corporate salvific purposes.38 But after just three months in Edin-
burgh, Takakura is already intending to “subjugate” Ritschl’s position by combining
the kingdom of God and the atonement into one purpose, claiming the two ideas to be
“no more than names for viewing the same truth from differing perspectives.”40 Having
thus intuitively “collided” with that which “submerges [Ritschl’s] distinctions between
subjectivity and objectivity,”40 Takakura soon terms Ritschlian thought as “gnostic
voluntarism,”41 and labelling certain thinkers as having Ritschlian tendencies becomes
a criticism.42
Along with this rapid using and discarding of Ritschl, however, is another of
Takakura’s characteristic uses of Western theologians, namely retaining and refining
some sort of key insight or theological attitude. In the particular case of Ritschl,
Takakura incorporates into his own thought the notion of the “historic Christ.”43 This
sort of selective implementation is also evident in Takakura’s focusing on Athanasius’
“deep religious motive,”44 Otto’s “so-called Numinous” emphasis,45 Anselm’s appreciation
for the religious seriousness of sin,46 and Pascal’s faith in the God of the Patriarchs over
a philosophical god.47 In his earlier years as a Christian thinker, i. e., before he came to a
settled conviction concerning his “Evangelical Christianity” in mid- to late-1925,
Takakura can group together Schleiermacher, Augustine, Goethe, and Tolstoy due to
their common, youthful spirits;48 he singles out Dostoevsky as a “modern writer who
felt a fierce attachment to the personality of Jesus”;49 and, he latches onto and uses
Francis Thompson’s “tremendous lover” as a phrase “filled with insight.”50
Takakura’s consistent use of someone’s particular expression, despite a change in
overall attitude toward the thought of that person, is classically exemplified in his use
of Schleiermacher’s “eternal youth.”51 To understand this embracing and holding onto a
notion in the midst of long-term change, one can first imagine Uemura and others there
at the young seminary in Tokyo overjoyed over the presence of Takakura, a bright,
German-reading student in 1908. Takakura’s teachers thus get him to research, in the
original German, the life and thought of “the great pioneer of modern theologians,
Schleiermacher.”52 Not only does Takakura “attract attention” with his carefully researched
and written thesis,53 he also gives lectures on Schleiermacher at the seminary years
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later.54 But by the time he writes FK, Takakura consistently and fundamentally criticizes
Schleiermacher on several fronts.55 Even so, throughout his preaching career, the phrase
“eternal youth,” picked up from Schleiermacher, keeps popping up.56 Takakura had
found a phrase that embodied the religious life and vigor he strongly embraced, and
the fact that it originated with someone who would be placed on a much different spot
on most theological spectra than he himself would be in no sense prevented Takakura
from utilizing such a vital expression of faith.57
Relative to Luther and Calvin, Takakura draws upon their respective “sola fide”
and “sola Deo gloria” as essential condensations of their thought, rather than blindly
adopting either “Lutheran ‘-ism’” of “Calvin ‘-ism’.”58 This point is critical in light of the
fact that Takakura became known as the person who introduced Calvinism to Japan.59
It is thus important to note, for the sake of understanding his thought in its entirely, that
Takakura did not seriously deal with Calvin until going to Britain, which was after he
had first grasped Luther’s “fundamental thought.”60
Moreover, even while in Britain and directly admiring Calvinism’s “incomparable
power” for transforming daily life, Takakura expressed his doubts about its application
to Japan.61 Furthermore, after returning to Japan, Takakura specifically distanced
himself from the perception that he was “unconditionally even madly in love”62 with
Calvin, or that he was a “Calvinist.” Rather, his expressed intent was to offer Christ as
preached by the Reformers within the continuing stream of the prophetic, evangelical
religion of the Bible.63
Insofar as Takakura saw himself as swimming in that same stream, he thus also
flowed to and past Mackintosh, W. P. Paterson, von Hügel, Troeltsch, and John Oman
during his British sojourn. But on his continuing journey, Takakura selectively retained
these men’s respective emphases on the “general idea of theology,” “Calvinistic Evangel-
icalism,” grace, “historical intuition,” and “piety of the Old Testament prophets.”64
Perhaps it was the speed of his journey that would not allow Takakura much time to
stay with any one thinker for too long. Certainly, barriers of language and culture were
critical in preventing Takakura from adopting whatever systems his Western counter-
parts might have embraced. Nevertheless, Takakura’s intuitive sense of what he shared
with these thinkers in their common searches for authority and for helpful philosophical
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assumptions enabled him to make meaningful selections.65
D. Barth and Forsyth
We must not fail to address here Takakura’s relationship to two thinkers with whom
he frequently has been linked, Karl Barth and P. T. Forsyth. As for Barth, Takakura in
no uncertain terms resisted being classified as Barthian.66 Moreover, the clear evidence
of Takakura’s reading and writing is that he recognized Barth as a leader among crisis
theologians, yet personally drew from him no more than any of the others.67 In fact, not
only is Takakura’s early preference for Brunner unequivocal, but citations in both FK
and Takakura’s dogmatics lectures suggest a stronger, more direct “influence” from the
relatively anonymous Wilhelm Vollrath than from Barth.68
Just as Forsyth came to be termed a “Barthian before Barth” only after Barth’s
influence had begun to permeate the mid-twentieth century theological world,69 so has
Takakura been classified by that same phrase.70 Yet if the connection with Barth were
as strong as such a label suggests, not only would Takakura’s students not have left
him in the early 1930’s for Barthian theology, they also would not have criticized him so
severely from their newly-embraced Barthian perspectives.71 Their example, coupled
with other extensive evidence within Takakura’s writings, leads this analysis to take
the position that Takakura’s thought should not be categorized from within a Barthian
theological framework that can only see through its own spectacles.
Instead, we should believe Takakura when he says he has received help from a
number of different contemporary German thinkers, of whom Karl Barth was just one
relatively minor figure.72 Moreover, we should understand him doing so in a way similar
to his selectively utilizing Western theologian’s key insights for his own purposes and
within his own non-Western tradition. Thus Takakura can pick up on Vollrath’s, Brunner’s,
and Holl’s respective emphases on “Word,” “crisis,” and “conscience,” because those
ideas find some consonance with his own thoughts on the gospel, self-denial, and duty.
However, just because Takakura encountered some of these terms not long before writing
FK, we should not therefore conclude that their appearance in that work shows an
overwhelming influence by crisis theology — and therefore by Barth.73 Rather, an
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interpretation consistent with the pattern of his use of other writers points in the
direction of Takakura’s “passing through” Vollrath and others for the sake of his own
“Evangelical Christianity.”74
With the understanding that some of FK’s ideas are common to Barth as well, this
discussion can thus tolerate the following type of statement: “As he said things about
Christian revelation similar to statements by Karl Barth, he is called a ‘pre-Barthian’.”75
Preferable is one contemporary’s observation that Takakura was not converted by
dialectical theology, but that he “discovered… a comrade-in-arms.”76 But in any case, to
proceed to classify Takakura in an unqualified way as “pre-Barthian”77 is both misleading
and unfair to Takakura himself.
Takakura’s relationship with Forsyth undoubtedly was more extensive than with
Barth; indeed, Takakura had more affinity with Forsyth than with any other single
Western theologian. Extensively examining how Takakura drew upon Forsyth’s thought
would thus necessarily take us beyond the scope of this relatively brief study. Here we
can at least sketch some of the reasons as to why Takakura found Forsyth to be “filled
with insight that has conviction, and burning with evangelical faith.”78
Uemura is the first place to look for a connecting link between Takakura and
Forsyth; he directed his students towards such Scottish thinkers as Forsyth, Denney,
and Dale.79 Also, Forsyth’s and Takakura’s similar experiences of family bereavement
and personal illness may have contributed to an intangible feeling of consonance. A
mutual interest in things German — particularly theology expressed in the German
language — points to another well from which the two men both drank.80 More than
focusing on these supporting factors, however, we must see the gist of the affinity
Takakura sensed for Forsyth in the life, certainty, and vitality in the fiery Scotsman’s
firm grasp of “the core of Biblical, evangelical Christianity.” In Forsyth, Takakura
found a kindred heart aflame with passion, “filled with positive faith.”81
Related to the mutual stress on a healthy, strong, and true Evangelical Christianity
is a similarity in style of presentation. Both Forsyth and Takakura were preachers, and
their writings — many of which are transcribed sermons or lectures — make particular
appeal to the reader’s heart. Moreover, both men’s styles of argument share a distrust
of the ultimate viability of the rational for theology, as well as an emphasis on the ethical-
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personal. One can therefore see Takakura’s “faith logic” and “antirational” consciousness
in the following type of statement by Forsyth:
Christian faith is a mass of contradictions and a glorious tissue of harmony.
It is easy to make it seem ridiculous to common sense. But it is fatal for religion to
appeal to common sense.
Our faith is faith in a Christ who is and who is not, in a dead man who is our
living God, in the living God who died, in one who was humiliated into eternal
exaltation, who in extremest weakness realized and revealed the supreme power
of heaven and earth.82
This sort of remark and warning to “beware of clearness, consistency, and simplicity,
especially about Christ”83 appears throughout Forsyth’s writings, as indeed it does
throughout Takakura’s. For example, one can characterize Takakura’s well-known FK
as employing a “focused attack” type of presentation, and the same can be said of
Forsyth’s style as well.84
Finally, both thinkers’ passing through Ritschl is an important point to be noted.85
For one thing, this suggests a similar metaphysical and epistemological matrix within
which Takakura could meet Forsyth and other theologians he encountered in Britain.
Moreover, the crucial factor of timing for Takakura’s meeting with Forsyth’s writings
while he was in Oxford comes to the fore here. Takakura was just coming out of his
passage through Ritschl’s elliptical kingdom of God,86 so he naturally would have found
an echo in Forsyth’s words uniting the two foci in the Cross:
The doctrine of Christianity as an ellipse, with its two centres of the Kingdom
and the Cross, will not hold good. If we speak of two centres they must represent
the two great categories for interpreting the Cross — Reconciliation and Redemption,
which pass but do not fade into each other. We have but the one centre of the Cross
for the Kingdom, for the new humanity, and for its ethic.87
Moreover, Takakura must have been further amazed upon reading his own retained-
from-Ritschl emphasis on the “historic Christ” in Forsyth.88 To state the matter in what
might be called a more explicitly theological way, God brought Forsyth at a point where
Takakura was ready to have his “Eastern way of seeing [further] renewed by Western
thought,” so that he “could [further] think and express himself in his own terms.”
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So it was that Takakura’s own particular thought developed as he himself wrestled
to understand the Christian faith, both as it came to him through others and as he worked
out that thought within his own unique circumstances.
Some Concluding Observations
What viewing Takakura as a unique human being living within unique circumstances
opens up is an appreciation of the power of his thought. It was within his own historical
context that he searched desperately until coming to a place of conviction concerning
the truth of the gospel. Because it was Protestantism into which Takakura in fact
entered, he received for one the particular theological, socio-political, and organizational
expression of the Christian faith which was embodied in Uemura and the NKK. Takakura
was then directed to Western Protestant theologians, and it was thus within those
thinkers’ categories that Takakura often had to work out his own program as a Christian
thinker. Moreover, it has been due to the same kind of concrete connections that both
Takakura and those of us who are still in relatively close historical proximity to him are
a part of Western Protestantism. Part of the potency for us today of Takakura’s example
of “thinking on his own terms” comes from realizing that it has therefore in fact been
largely within the categories of Western Protestantism that Takakura has been understood
and evaluated.
Heretofore, Western Protestantism has seemed largely incapable of recognizing
the religio-cultural ground onto which it has seen itself flowing, sweeping away every-
thing in its allegedly pre-determined path. Quite naturally, then, Protestant theological
evaluations of Takakura have sought to gather up his thought into their own frameworks
of understanding the Christian faith.89 Nevertheless, what Takakura’s example of
Christianity’s intercultural and interlingual translation helps to demonstrate is that,
while the gospel necessarily brought judgment and change, his new Christian identity
gained at age twenty-one did not obliterate either the patterns or the content of thought
ingrained since birth, learned as a child, and developed as a youth. Rather, the soil in
which Takakura’s Christian thought grew was the language, religion, and overall life
of his inherited background. Rather than sweeping over that ground like a relentless
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river, the Christian faith was planted as a seed, took root, and flourished there. What
we thus observe in Takakura’s thought is not a clear stream of Swiss Alpine mountain
water, but an oriental blossom which might appear strange because it is new to some
of us.
Although unable to summarize in one brief statement Takakura’s complex thought,
the following is one way of formulating an attempt: Takakura’s “Fukuinteki Kirisutokyo”
was his understanding of the Meiji and Western forms of Christianity which God
brought to him within his own place in Meiji, Taisho, and early Showa Japan. Furthermore,
the Christian faith was addressed to him personally as well as to his multifaceted
heritage. The “take-no-captives” character of the Western Christianity which came to
him added to the difficulty of assimilation, which Takakura already faced in having to
disentangle the Christian faith from foreign cultures and languages.90 Nevertheless, this
examination would like to claim both the resiliency of Takakura’s ingrained matrix of
thought, along with the Christian faith’s adaptability to “re-entangle” itself into Takakura’s
“Evangelical Christianity.”
In line with such a summarizing claim, what is crucial to this essay is thus not so
much whether or not one would end up agreeing with “Takakura Theology,” but rather
whether or not one would be sparked to read Takakura afresh. That is, while one can
understand how Takakura has been viewed as a typical case of a Japanese theological
simply serving as a distributor of Western theology, Takakura was in fact a producer
of new thought.91 Both within his historical context as well as in the midst of his own
cultural-linguistic-religious background, Takakura reformulated what he received via
the West and Uemura Masahisa. Whereas Takakura’s creativity was cut short by his
untimely death and the influx into Japan of dialectical theology, what has been said
about Nishida Kitaro’s career holds true for Takakura — and surely for other second
generation Japanese Christian theologians as well:
The process of internalization of Western ideas and values by the Japanese
was accompanied by equally vigorous introspection and criticism of those ideas
and values. That Nishida ultimately returned to a radically Eastern and Japanese
position seems to tell us something of the creative process of assimilation as a
whole in the Japanese case.92
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Viewing Takakura in a similar manner leads to looking at the whole nature and
history of Christianity in Japan in creative ways, which in turn gives further glimpses
of the overall work of Jesus Christ in our pluralistic and amazingly complex world. In
casting our gaze across as much of Christian history as possible, we can see how even
during the days of Jesus’ Incarnation, Jewish religious leaders were trying to seize
Him, primarily in order to protect their own security.
Try as they may, however, Jesus “eluded their grasp.”93 No cultural or linguistic
group since that time has been immune from similarly attempting to confine Jesus Christ
to its own understanding.94 Even so, He consistently resists such efforts to restrict His
diversity and magnificence. God in Jesus Christ will not be known in strict uniformity:
it is “the manifold wisdom of God” that is to be “made known through the church…”95
Continued risk, diligence, and flexibility will always be required to know Christ in
all His diverse cultural and historical residences. This is true for understanding how
He has been known in the past, and it is true for knowing Him today. Taking a fresh
look at a historical figure such as Takakura can thus only serve to help us in following
Christ in the present.
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35 Cf. above, n. 23.
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38 “Kami no Kuni no Seishin to Genri” (“The Spirit and Principles of the Kingdom of God”)
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Fukuin Shinpo No. 1359, July 14, 1921, p. 5; Chosakushu, Vol. 1, pp. 169–170. Sato comments
on Takakura’s passing through Ritschl’s kingdom of God in this essay. Chosakushu, Vol. 1,
pp. 396–397.
39 Takakura Tokutaro, “Kami no Kuni ni kansuru Kosatsu sono ta” (“Consideration of the
Kingdom of God and Other Matters”) Fukuin Shinpo No. 1389, February 9, 1922, pp. 5–6
(Quotation from p. 6); Chosakushu, Vol. 1, pp. 192–193 (quotation from p. 193). The term
“subjugate” (“kokufuku”) is from Sato’s explanation. Sato, Chosakushu, Vol. 1, pp. 397–398.
Just before leaving Edinburgh, Takakura shared his idea of uniting the kingdom of God
and the atonement in answer to a question by W. P. Paterson. By Takakura’s account,
Paterson’s praiseworthy response to Takakura’s answer included the remark, “That is a
very, very interesting idea…” How much this idea expressed what Takakura truly thought
is evidenced by his diary for that day (June 18), where Takakura writes of Paterson, “How
thankful I am to have found for the first time someone in Scotland who responds to the depths
of my heart” (“…yo no kokoro no oku ni respond suru hito…”). Takakura Tokutaro, “Edinbara
Saigo no Mikkakan” (“Last Three Days in Edinburgh”) Seisho no Kensan No. 74, January,
1923, p. 43 (Zenshu, Vol. 6, p. 291); Zenshu, Vol. 10, “Nikki,” p. 187.
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(Chosakushu, Vol. 2, p. 431); Takakura Tokutaro, “Hitsuzen no Michi” (“Road of Necessity”),
in Oncho no Okoku (Kingdom of Grace). Kamakura, Kanagawa Ken: Seisho Kensansha, 1921,
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Study of Good. Translated by V. H. Viglielmo. Tokyo: Ministry of Education, 1960; reprint
ed., Tokyo: Yoshudo Co., Ltd., 1988, pp. 85–86.
41 He writes this in his English essay, written in Edinburgh. Zenshu, Vol. 4, p. 13. This quotation
is also noted by Germany, 1965, p. 94.
42 Thus, for example, labelling H. R. Mackintosh as “Ritschlian” thus qualifies Takakura’s praise
of his Edinburgh mentor. “Oncho to Shinjitsu,” in Oncho to Shinjitsu, 1925, p. 4; Chosakushu,
Vol. 2, p. 9.
43 Cf., e. g., FK, pp. 71–75; Chosakushu, Vol. 2, pp. 351–355.
44 Cf. FK, pp. 67–71; Chosakushu, Vol. 2, pp. 347–351.
45 Takakura uses this expression in reference both to Jesus and to Uemura. Cf. FK, p. 51; Chosakushu,
Vol. 2, p. 331; Takakura Tokutaro, “Uemura Sensei o Shinobu” Fukuin Shinpo No. 1538, January
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22, 1925, p. 8 (Chosakushu, Vol. 3, p. 349); Takakura Tokutaro, “Uemura Sensei no Sekkyo no
Omoide” Fukuin to Gendai No. 11, February, 1932, p. 45 (Chosakushu, Vol. 3, p. 355).
46 Cf. FK, p. 92; Chosakushu, Vol. 2, p. 373.
47 FK, p. 36; Chosakushu, Vol. 2, pp. 316–317. Cf. Takakura Tokutaro, “Seimei to Oncho,” in Oncho
to Shomei (Grace and Calling). Tokyo: Nagasaki Shoten, 1926, p. 57; Chosakushu, Vol. 4, p. 120.
48 Takakura Tokutaro, “Makoto no Chichi to Ikeru Ishi” (“True Milk and Living Stones”), April,
1916 sermon, in Zenshu, Vol. 1, p. 85.
49 Takakura Tokutaro, “Maboroshi no Chikara” ( The Strength of Vision”), in Oncho no Okoku,
1921, p. 100; Chosakushu, Vol. 4, p. 47.
50 Francis Thompson, The Hound of Heaven. London: Burns & Oates, Ltd., n. d., p. 10. Takakura
Tokutaro, “Oncho ni Kataruru made,” in Oncho to Shinjitsu, 1925, p. 159 (Chosakushu, Vol. 1,
p. 132); Takakura Tokutaro, “Kami no Ai to Kami he no Ai,” in Kami no Ai to Kami he no
Ai (God’s Love and Love Towards God). Tokyo: Nagasaki Shoten, 1928, p. 41 (Chosakushu,
Vol. 4, p. 189).
51 “eien no seinen”
52 This is Takakura’s own description. Cf. FK, p. 8; Chosakushu, Vol. 2, p. 288.
53 Oshio, 1955, pp. 48–49.
54 Takakura gave these lectures in early 1919, after moving back to Tokyo from Sapporo. Zenshu,
Vol. 10, “Nikki,” p. 92.
55 Cf. n. 52 above, plus FK, pp. 30–31, 93; Chosakushu, Vol. 2, pp. 310–311, 375.
56 Takakura Tokutaro, “Makoto no Chichi to Ikeru Ishi” (“True Milk and Living Stones”), preached
in April, 1916, in Zenshu, Vol. 1, p. 85; Takakura Tokutaro, “Akebono no Myojo” (“Morning
Star”) Seisho no Kensan No. 23, October, 1918, p. 3 (Zenshu, Vol. 1, p. 190); Takakura Tokutaro,
“Eien no Gyobo” (“Eternal Anticipation”), February, 1925, in Zenshu, Vol. 1, p. 407; Takakura
Tokutaro, “Gyobo yori Taibo he” Seisho no Kensan No. 147, March, 1929, p. 5 (Zenshu, Vol. 2,
p. 214).
57 It is pertinent to note that Takakura’s earlier interest in Catholicism for input into Christianity’s
overall relationship with civilization continued into later years as well. Cf. his May 28, 1931
letter, Zenshu, Vol. 10, “Shokan,” p. 123.
58 Cf. FK, p. 172; Chosakushu, Vol. 2, p. 453.
59 Sato Toshio, in Furuya Yasuo, ed. Nihon Shingakushi (History of Japanese Theology). Tokyo:
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Yorudansha, 1992, p. 73.
60 It was while he was still in Sapporo that Takakura wrote in 1917 his “Luta no Konpon Shiso”
(“Luther’s Fundamental Thought”). This has been reproduced in Chosakushu, Vol. 3, pp.
267–276. The essay begins, “The kernel of all of Luther’s religious thought exhausted in the
one verse, ‘justified through faith alone’.” Emphases original.
61 Takakura makes these remarks within his series on Catholicism. “Katorishizumu ni kansuru
Kyomi” Fukuin Shinpo No. 1460, June 21, 1923, p. 4; Chosakushu, Vol. 1, pp. 232–234.
62 “mujoken…maitte shimatte de mo iru”
63 Takakura Tokutaro, “Oncho to Shomei — Oncho to Shomei Hashigaki (‘Preface’),” in Oncho
to Shomei (Grace and Calling). Tokyo: Nagasaki Shoten, 1926, p. 2; Chosakushu, Vol. 2, p. 36.
Cf. Sato, 1992, p. 73.
64 In reflecting on his studies in Britain, these phrases are among the ones Takakura uses in
describing what these particular authors taught him. “Oncho to Shinjitsu,” in Oncho to Shinjitsu,
pp. 1–31; Chosakushu, Vol. 2, pp. 7–31.
It is significant enough to note at least that there is some difference of opinion as to the
impor-tance of Schweitzer’s works to Takakura. On the one hand, Oshio remarks that
Takakura read Schweitzer (in English) to much benefit over the next three years. Charles
Germany as well argues for Scheweitzer’s importance, placing him alongside Calvin as the
“influence…central in keeping Takakura’s mind open to the issue of Christianity’s respon-
sibility to the world around him.” Sato, however, claims that Schweitzer’s input was not that
significant for Takakura’s “intellectual journey.” Oshio, 1955, pp. 144–145; Germany, 1965,
pp. 113–114; Sato, Chosakushu, Vol. 2, p. 462.
65 These interrelated themes appear regularly in Takakura’s works; cf., e. g., FK, pp. 7–8, 16;
Chosakushu, Vol. 2, pp. 287–288, 296. Among the many factors for their being major themes
for the corresponding Western thinkers were the Great War and the ascendency of Ritschlian
theology. Cf., e. g., Thomas A. Langford, In Search of Foundations: English Theology 1900–1920.
Nashville, Tennessee: Abingdon Press, 1969; Albrecht Ritschl, The Christian Doctrine of
Justification and Reconciliation: The Positive Development of the Doctrine. English Translation
edited by H. R. Mackintosh and A. B. Macaulay: Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1900, pp. 1–20.
66 He does this in several different ways, for example in response to a criticism that he resembles
Barth, Takakura distances his own position from Barth’s “hidden God.” Takakura Tokutaro,
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“Sato Shigehiko Kun ni Kotau” (“Reply to Shigehiko Sato”) Fukuin Shinpo No. 1685, December
1, 1927, p. 5; Zenshu, Vol. 5, p. 203. Furthermore, Takakura did not change his overall attitude
even in his later years. For example, in May, 1933, Takakura writes to one of his students
that he is praying fervently that the student will study Luther and Calvin as opposed to Barth:
“After all, as a theology I think that Barth is unhealthy in terms of its faith content.” May 22,
1933 letter, Zenshu, Vol. 10, “Shokan,” p. 111.
67 Both Sato Toshio and Charles Germany point out Takakura’s early preference for Brunner,
Sato, 1992, p. 79; Germany, 1965, p. 121. Germany goes on to state, “One can certainly take
for granted that this larger debt to Brunner did not preclude Takakura’s reading Barth’s early
books, particularly his commentary on the Book of Romans.” Although this claim would appear
to rest on fairly safe ground, the only concrete evidence that Takakura did in fact read Barth’s
Romans commentary is his inclusion of it amongst his list of reference works for his own
commentary on Romans. However, Takakura never refers to Barth in his comments, despite
constantly using the remarks of numerous other commentaries. Chosakushu, Vol. 5, p. 56.
68 There is not one quotation of Barth in FK, whereas there are several of Brunner, Holl, Heim,
Althaus, Vollrath and others. In Takakura’s dogmatics lectures, K. Barth is mentioned twice
(both times in reference to the same quotation), whereas P. Barth and T. Barth are each
mentioned once; Vollrath is mentioned four times. As to number of works included in the
numerous bibliographies, K. Barth’s writings appear four times, Vollrath’s five. Zenshu, Vol.
8, pp. 19, 53, 71, 72, 125, 162, 177, 184, 185, Vol. 9, pp. 678, 785, 857, 859, 864, 877, 1017, 1019.
69 Sato, Chosakushu, Vol. 2, p. 464. Apparently, the phrase “Barthian before Barth” was coined
in 1933, and in reference to Forsyth. A recent analyst begins his article, which considers the
validity of the label, by asserting that both Barth and Forsyth would have immediately
rejected “the allegation contained in it.” John Thompson, “Was Forsyth Really a Barthian
Before Barth?,” in Trevor Hart, ed., Justice the True and Only Mercy: Essays on the Life and
Theology of Peter Taylor Forsyth. Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1995, p. 237 (n. 1).
70 Cf., e. g., Lande’s uses of the descriptive phrase “pre-Barthian Takakura,” as well as the
statement,”… Takakura Tokutaro developed a Protestant Reformed theology of a Barthian
type…” Aasulv Lande, Meiji Protestantism in History and Historiography: A Comparative
Study of Japanese and Western Interpretations of Early Protestantism in Japan. Frankfurt:
Peter Lang, 1989, pp. 99, 101, 115.
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71 Kuyama, in Kuyama, ed., Taisho-Showa vol., 1956, p. 310; Germany, 1965, p. 122; Ouchi, Ohki,
and Sato, in “Takakura Tokutaro to Nihon no Kyokai” Panel Discussion, 1964, pp. 41–43;
Matsuoka, 1978, pp. 75–76.
72 Barth’s name sometimes pops up within Takakura’s casual lists of contemporary Swiss and
German thinkers, but at other times Barth’s name does not appear at all. For example, in a 1932
magazine article on crisis theology, the only name mentioned is Brunner’s, in connection with
the translation of his writings. Takakura Tokutaro, “Kinki Shingaku ni tsuite” (“Concerning
Crisis Theology”) Fukuin to Gendai No. 15, June, 1932, p. 1; Chosakushu, Vol. 3, pp. 394–396.
Cf. FK, pp. 8–9, 150; Chosakushu, Vol. 2, pp. 288–289, 431–432.
73 Sato Shigehiko’s blistering criticism of FK attempts to link Takakura with Barth through the
phrase “Wholly Other.” However, Takakura had been using that expression for years, apparently
before he had ever encountered dialectical theology. Thus not only does the attempt to classify
Takakura as “Barthian” through word association fail due to Takakura’s typical use of others’
expressions: he had termed God as “das ganz Andere” via some other German “influence.”
Sato Shigehiko, “Takakura Kun no Shingakuteki Tachiba o Nanzu” ( Criticizing Mr. Takakura’s
Theological Position”) Fukuin Shinpo No. 1683, November 17, 1927, pp. 5–9. Cf. Takakura’s
1923 “Oncho to Kito” ( Grace and Prayer”), in Oncho to Shinjitsu, 1925, p. 179; Chosakushu,
Vol. 1, p. 148.
74 One analyst states, “The emerging neo-orthodox theology in Europe under the influence of
which he spent his formative years was an appropriate vehicle for expressing Takakura’s
own ‘evangelical Christian thought’ in Japan.” Matsuoka, 1978, p. 68. One can accept the view
that Takakura used neo-orthodox theology as a vehicle for expressing his own thought; however,
in no sense did Takakura spend “his formative years” under crisis theology’s influence. It
was not until after he returned from Britain in 1924, i. e., when he was about forty years old
and during the last decade of his life, that Takakura first read selected materials of the so-
called Crisis Theologians.
Similarly, Germany’s emphasis on the “influence” of Western thinkers on Takakura
must be criticized. Rather than seeing a “dominant and lasting influence” of Forsyth, for
example, this study prefers Germany’s occasional references to the manner in which Takakura
“took leave of Ritschl, Herrmann, and Schleiermacher.” Emphasis mine. Germany, 1965, pp.
95, 105.
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75 Lande, 1989, p. 87.
76 “… senyu… o hakkensareta…” Fukuda Masatoshi, “Takakura Sensei no Naiteki Hatten ni
tsuite” (“Concerning Professor Takakura’s Inner Development”) Shingaku to Kyokai 1, No. 1,
1934, p. 154.
77 Regrettably, this leap is taken by Lande and other second-hand analysts within their otherwise
helpful survey works. Cf. op. cit., pp. 99, 101, 115.
78 These are Takakura’s descriptive words. “Oncho to Shinjitsu,” in Oncho to Shinjitsu, 1925, p.
21; Chosakushu, Vol. 2, p. 23. Reproduced in Oshio, 1955, p. 123.
79 Kumano Yoshitaka, “Nihon no Kyokai ni okeru Shokuzairon” (“The Doctrine of Atonement
in Japanese Protestant Theologians”) Shingaku No. 38, 1976, p. 24. The English translation of
the title was provided by the journal. Cf. n. 5 above.
80 As for Forsyth’s German interests: “Since he read German well… he managed to keep in close
touch with Continental thought. Schlatter, Kaftan, Kähler, Wendt, and Wernle were particularly
influential in his writings…” Robert McAfee Brown, P. T. Forsyth: Prophet for Today. Philadelphia:
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〔日本語要約〕
高倉徳太郎の神学
─再評価の要請─
Ｊ．Ｎ．ジェニング
高倉徳太郎（1885～1934）は，日本プロテスタント教会史上，牧師・神学者
として，重要な役割を演じた人物であるにもかかわらず，ほとんど注目されて
いない。彼の神学はすでに古く，現代に生きる我々にとって学ぶべきことがな
いとの評価が下されているからだ。
しかし，本稿は高倉をある歴史的環境の中で福音理解に取り組んだ一人のク
リスチャンとしてとらえなおすことにより，高倉自身に関してより深く知るこ
とができるとともに，現代に生きる我々の福音理解にも新しい光となる。その
ため本稿は高倉の人生をふり返り，次に彼の思想を検討するために彼がどのよ
うに神学者，特に西洋の神学者と交流したのかを考えていく。
以上の考察により明らかになるのは，高倉の神学思想は，彼が交流した西洋
の神学者よりは彼が置かれた当時の日本（の教会）という環境により大きく影
響を受けていたということだ。
次に，高倉と西洋の神学者，特にバルトとフォーサイスとの関係が注目され
る。最後に現在神学に取り組む我々がいかに高倉から学ぶべきかを考察する。
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[Abstract in English]
English Summary of
“The Theology of Takakura Tokutaro:
An Appeal for a Reappraisal”
J. N. Jennings
Even though Takakura Tokutaro (1885–1934) played important roles as pastor and
theologian in the Protestant Church in Japan, he is scarcely recognized as a Christian
thinker worthy of our attention. In particular, his theology is seen as both out-of-date
and a “closed book” in terms of either needing further analysis or having anything new
to teach us today, since we wrestle with more urgent, contemporary matters.
What this essay argues, however, is that looking afresh at Takakura as a Christian
human being, i. e., as someone who grappled with understanding the gospel within his
own historical situation, will cast new light not only on Takakura, but also on ourselves
as we seek deeper insight into God’s Word and the Christian faith. The essay thus first
gives a historical overview of Takakura’s life. It then considers the question as to how
to examine Takakura’s thought, and suggests a course of looking at the matter of how
he interacted with various Christian thinkers, especially Western theologies.
What such an examination shows first is the primary importance for Takakura’s
thought of his Japanese context, including his own Japanese Church, more so than the
Western thinkers he encountered. How he used Western theologians is then examined,
with special attention given to his relationships with Karl Barth and P. T. Forsyth. The
essay concludes with some observations as to how reading Takakura can benefit us
today in our ongoing theological enterprises.
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